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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: MARCH 16, 2018 
 

wtfast Announces Partnership with AllServe & LoadCentral to Optimize  
Connections for Gamers in the Philippines 

 
Kelowna, BC, Canada - wtfast, the SaaS application that eliminates lag by optimizing 
game traffic through the world’s largest gamers private network, announced today a 
partnership with both LoadCentral and AllServe. Together these tow companies have a 
unique distribution model that will give Filipino gamers easier access to the wtfast Gamers 
Private Network.   
 
LoadCentral and Allserve’s widespread distribution network, gives prepaid and 
subscription based products top shelf placement at thousands of retailer locations all around 
the Philippines. LoadCentral will make wtfast subscription available for sale at Internet 
Café Chains; namely, Mineski and TNC; Pawnshops like Cebuana Lhuillier, M Lhuillier 
and Palawan Pawnshop; Remittance Centers like USSC (Western Union), Computer 
Stores, and Touch Pay stand-alone payment terminals. While Allserve is readily available 
in all 7Eleven, and selected Ministop convenience store outlets, plus in hundreds of 
individual I-Cafes nationwide. Gamers throughout the Philippines will now have easier 
access to subscription to the wtfast game network optimization tool. 
 
Founded in 2009 and active in more than 100 countries, wtfast is designed exclusively for 
gamers and provides a more direct connection to servers for the most latency-sensitive 
applications: massive multiplayer online games (MMOGs).  With four patents granted and 
partners including HiNet, a subsidiary of Chunghwa Telecom in Taiwan, Linksys and 
Gigabyte, wtfast protects against packet loss and improves ping times, saving seconds; 
which can mean the difference between winning and losing in the gaming world.  
 
With a population of over 31 million online gamers, the Philippines is the 29th largest 
online game market in the world in terms of game revenue. These gamers will now have 
the advantage of improving his/her overall gaming experience by subscribing to the wtfast 
Gamers Private Network.  
 
wtfast premium game network optimization tool offers support to over 1000 game titles 
worldwide. Gamers who leverage the wtfast technology will experience lower ping rates, 
less jitter and latency and lower packet loss. They also have the option to play on any game 
server in the world.  
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"We are honoured to be working with the teams at both LoadCentral and AllServe. Helping 
gamers have a better game play experience is something that we strive for at wtfast and are 
committed to delivering,”said Rob Bartlett, CEO of wtfast. "With the wtfast game 
optimization service, we give gamers the competitive edge, with upwards of a 60% overall 
network improvement. This gives gamers a much smoother connection and reduced ping 
time to their favourite game servers, which can mean the difference between winning and 
losing their game!"  
 
About wtfast:  
wtfast is the Gamers Private Network (GPN) – a global network built exclusively for the 
transmission and delivery of online game data. Launched in 2010, the wtfast GPN is 
designed for the global online gaming and esports market, which is projected to reach 
$108.9 billion USD in revenue by the end of 2017. With partners including ASUS, MSI, 
and Gigabyte, and advisors including Nolan Bushnell (Atari), Emil Mouhanna (Akamai), 
Jens Hilgers (ESL/BITKRAFT), and Dima Polyak (Riot Games, Super League Gaming), 
wtfast is committed to providing the best connection for gamers worldwide. 
 
To learn more about wtfast, visit our website or contact us at media@wtfast.com. 
https://www.wtfast.com 
 
About LoadCentral (UNIWIZ Trade Sales Inc.): 
Launched in May 2005, LoadCentral is the most successful distribution solution provider 
for all prepaid services in the country. Today, through the use of any active mobile phone 
via SMS, android phone via LoadCentral Android App, PC with internet connection or 
LoadCentral POS Device. 
 
About AllServe (SHOPF4FUN Inc.): 
Allserve is the first local prepaid card provider that consolidated gaming, mobile, and other 
prepaid cards in one single card. Our goal is to provide consumers with the widest range of 
products with only one card, help the small retailers to carry one prepaid card that can be 
used on a wide range of products and provide prepaid service providers with an extensive 
distribution network. 
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